CITING BOOKS

**Book with One Author—In Print**

First reference


Subsequent reference


**Bibliography**


**Book with One Author—Online**

Note: The page number referenced in the footnote precedes the URL address.

First references


Subsequent reference


**Bibliography**


**Book with Two or Three Authors**

If the book has two or three authors, include all authors in the note and the bibliography.

First reference


Subsequent reference


**Bibliography**

**Book with More than Three Authors**

Note: If a book has more than three authors, include all authors in the bibliography but only the first author followed by "et al." in the note.

**First reference**


**Subsequent reference**


**Bibliography**


**Multiple Works by the Same Author**

**First reference**


**Subsequent references**


**Bibliography**


**Book with Editors**

**First reference**


**Subsequent reference**


**Bibliography**

Chapter in an Edited Book

Note: The page reference is inserted before the publishing details.

First reference


Subsequent reference


Bibliography


Volume in a Multi-Volume Work

First reference


Subsequent reference


Bibliography


Indirect Citation From a Book

These occur when you choose to cite the work of an author using a reference made within another author's work. Details of both the original and secondary source must be listed.

First reference


Subsequent reference


Bibliography

Book by a Group Author

First reference

Subsequent reference

Bibliography

CITING PERIODICALS

Journal Article in Print or Retrieved Online from a Database in Original Format (PDF File)

First reference

Subsequent reference

Bibliography

Journal Article Retrieved Online from a Database—Reformatted (No Page Numbers)

First references

Subsequent references

Bibliography
Article Retrieved from a Website or an Online Journal (not in PDF Format)

Note: As individual page numbers are not available, a subheading can be used as a locator within the article or a paragraph number can be provided. The access date is included if the site is likely to have substantive updates, or includes information which may be time-sensitive, e.g. medical or legal advice.

First references


Subsequent references


Bibliography


Journal Articles by the Same First Author

Note: Single author entries come first in the bibliography.


Journal Articles by the Same Author

Note: Titles by the same author are normally listed alphabetically


**Article in a Magazine or Newspaper—Print or Retrieved Online in Original Format (PDF File)**

**First references**


**Subsequent references**


**Bibliography**


**Article in a Magazine or Newspaper—Retrieved Online (Not in a PDF File)**

**First references**


**Subsequent references**

18. Morgan, “Banning the Bullies,” par. 3.

**Bibliography**


**Letter in a Published Collection**

**First reference**


**Subsequent references**


**Bibliography**

CITING GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

In Print or Retrieved Online in Original Form (in a PDF File)

First references


Subsequent reference


Bibliography


Retrieved Online (Not in a PDF File)

First reference


Subsequent reference


Bibliography


Film, DVD, Movie, or Video

First reference


The main section of your manuscript will begin on page two—use your last name and the page number as a header, at the upper right corner. There is no page number on the title page.
How to Format Page Headers:

1. On your cover page, click on Insert (bar at top left of screen)
2. Select Header
3. Select Edit Header (bottom of option screen)
4. At top of screen under Design, check off Different First Page
5. Leave Header on Title Page blank.
6. On second page Header, click on Align Text Right and type your last name. Then select Insert, then select Page Number from options to the right
7. Select the option Current Position from the screen that comes up, and then click on the Plain Number box at the top to the left; the number 1 will appear
8. The computer will format the rest of your pages
9. Click on Design at top of screen and select Close Header and Footer
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